Peer-Reviewed Publications


Book Reviews and Other Contributed Work


Awards and Honors

Burke, Mary. Accepted invitation for three-year tenure (beginning fall 2019) on the Fulbright National Screening Committee (Ireland proposals).


Franklin, Wayne. James Franklin Beard award from the James Fenimore Cooper Society during the ALA Conference. The award was given, to quote the official announcement from the vice-president of the Cooper Society, “in honor of his long service and distinguished scholarship and for the completion of the two-volume Cooper biography.”

Godfrey, Laura. 2019-2020 Dissertation Fellowship at the Humanities Institute, UConn.

Lawrence, Nicole. Francelia Butler Graduate Award for Teaching Innovation. May 2019. $500.

—. Aetna Graduate Travel & Research Award. Spring 2019.

Rohrer, Melissa. David Leeming Graduate Award for Service. $500.


Vials, Chris. CLAS Excellence in Social Justice Award.
Presentations


Degrees Earned

J. Brandon Benevento, PhD.
Sarah Bertekap, MA; proceeding to our PhD program.
Sophia Buckner, MA.
Abigail Fagan, PhD.
Kate Gross, PhD.
Daniel Healey, MA; proceeding to our PhD program.
Kim Kraner, MA for Teachers.
Joseph Leake, PhD.
Joanna MacGugan, PhD.
Sarah Moon, PhD.
Aaron Proudfoot, MA; proceeding to our PhD program.

Grad Landings

Berry, Sarah. Grove City College, Grove City, PA. Tenure-track.
Cormier, Emily. 1-year position at Eastern Connecticut State University, Willimantic.
Wiehe, Jarred. Position as Visiting Assistant Professor at Texas A & M has been upgraded to tenure-track.